Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections remain a major problem public health problem worldwide, as well as a therapeutic challenge for clinicians. This review focuses on the main viral and host determinants involved in HBV persistence in infected cells. The mechanism of HBV resistance to nucleoside analogs are described as well as the concept for multiple drug therapy and combination with immunostimulatory approaches.
Introduction
Despite the availability of an efficient vaccine, chronic HBV infection remains a major public health problem worlwide. Indeed, according to the World Health Organization, more than 400 million people are chronic carriers of the virus, and more than one billion have been in contact with HBV (Lee, 1997) . Chronic carriers are exposed to the complications of the disease which include the development of chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma (Ganem and Prince, 2004) . The latter, usually develops after several decades of infection, but represents a major clinical problem in geographical areas where HBV is transmitted vertically.
To combat or prevent these complications, several strategies are available. With respect to prophylaxis, HBV vaccine is safe and efficient. In endemic areas, it was shown that mass vaccination targeting not only adults but also infants was able to decrease the prevalence of HBV infection and the incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (Chang et al., 1997) . In patients who are already chronic carriers, the goals of antiviral therapy are to control viral replication and decrease liver damage to prevent the development of liver cirrhosis and subsequent hepatocellular carcinoma. In clinical practice, treatment relies mainly on the use of IFN alpha, or nucleoside analogs (Hoofnagle and Di Bisceglie, 1997) , such as lamivuidne or adefovir dipivoxil. However, results of meta-analysis of IFN clinical trials showed that only a minority of patients are long term responders (approx 20%) (Wong et al., 1993) . Its antiviral effect is also limited by the numerous side effects of this treatment. On the other hand, nucleoside analogs are well tolerated and exhibit an early and potent antiviral effect which is limited by the selection of resistant mutants during long-term therapy (Villeneuve et al., 2003; Zoulim, 2002) .
Therefore, antiviral therapy of chronic hepatitis B remains a clinical challenge.
The disease and the study models
As HBV replication does not lead by itself to a cytopathic effect, chronic hepatitis B is the result of the ongoing liver injury mediated by the T cell immune response targeting hepatocytes supporting a persistent HBV replication (Bertoletti and Naoumov, 2003; Ganem and Prince, 2004) . Our knowledge of the pathobiology of HBV infection has come from clinical inserm-00136413, version 1 -16 Mar 2007 studies and from experimental investigations performed in animal models. HBV belongs to the hepadnaviridae family that include animal viruses sharing the same replication strategy, ie woolly monkey hepatitis virus (WMHV) (Lanford et al., 1998) , woodchuck hepatitis virus (WHV) (Summers et al., 1978) , ground squirel hepatitis virus (GSHV) (Marion et al., 1980) , artic squirel hepatitis virus (ASHV) (Testut et al., 1996) , duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV) (Mason et al., 1980) , heron hepatitis virus (HHV) (Sprengel et al., 1988) , snow goose hepatitis virus (SGHV) (Sprengel et al., 1988) , and crane hepatitis virus (Prassolov et al., 2003) . Due to a narrow host range of the virus, the human HBV can only infect chimpanzee and several higher primates (Guidotti et al., 1999a; Lanford et al., 2000) as well as tupaia belengeri, a small primate which however does not support chronic infection (Walter et al., 1996) . Other models have been developed to study human HBV biology. Transgenic mice harboring a given HBV transgene or a complete HBV genome have been very useful to study the in vivo effect of HBV proteins and their role in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma, ie the large envelope protein and the X protein (Chisari, 1995) . Furthermore, this model allowed to study in detail the immunopathology of the disease and the influence of non cytolytic TH1 response in the clearance of HBV infection. However, a complete replication cycle does not occur in this model as mouse hepatocytes are not susceptible to HBV infection. Furthermore, cells harboring the HBV transgene and supporting HBV replication are not competent for cccDNA formation.
Thus, only post-transcriptional events can be studied in this model. More recently, a model of humanized SCID mice that are deficient for the uPa gene and transplanted by human hepatocytes to allow animal survival has been developed. Upon repopulation of the mouse liver by transplanted hepatocytes, HBV infection can be initiated. (Petersen et al., 1998) However, due to the complex nature of this model, only specific questions can be addressed. . Beside these models, other viruses belonging to the same family have been used to study the virological and host determinants involved in viral persistence during the natural history of the disease as well as during antiviral therapy. The two most used animal models have been the woodchuck infected with WHV and the Pekin duck infected with DHBV. They allowed to study the mechanism of viral clearance and viral persistence during antiviral inserm-00136413, version 1 -16 Mar 2007 therapy. Moreover, the woodchuck represents a unique model for the study of the mechanism of virus induced carcinogenesis through the integration of viral genome sequences in the host genome and particularly in the vicinity of the c-Myc and N-myc oncogenes (Fourel et al., 1990; Moroy et al., 1986) . Recent studies showed that molecular changes observed in the tumors of chronically WHV infected woodchucks suggest a progression of genetic alterations, including N-myc rearrangement, providing either a significant proliferative stimulation and/or a growth advantage in hepatocarcinogenesis of woodchucks with chronic WHV infection. These genetic alterations may be involved in the promotion of these tumors, ie late stage growth and vascularization of the tumors (Jacob et al., 2004 ).
These models have also contributed to the development of in vitro systems for the study of HBV genome replication. For a long time, it has been impossible to infect cell lines with HBV. In vitro studies relied on the analysis of HBV replication after transfection of hepatoma cell lines with appropriate vectors harboring replication competent HBV genomes.
These systems allowed to perform genetic and functional studies to determine the role of HBV genes and proteins in the viral life cycle as well as to study the phenotype of HBV mutants selected in vivo (Fallows and Goff, 1995; Seeger et al., 1986; Seeger and Maragos, 1990; Seigneres et al., 2002) . Permanent cell lines expressing continuously wild type HBV or drug resistant HBV genomes were generated to screen new antivirals (Fu and Cheng, 2000; Ladner et al., 1998; Ladner et al., 1997; Sells et al., 1987; Sureau et al., 1987) . However, these systems allowed to study mainly post-transcriptional events, as the early steps of viral infection, ie viral entry and cccDNA formation, could not be analyzed. More recently, a cell line derived from human hepatocellular carcinoma was found to be susceptible for HBV infection and to support a full replication cycle including cccDNA formation . This model may represent a major breakthrough for the understanding of viral entry, cccDNA and the biology of X protein as well as some aspects of cell curing in a chronically infected cells.
Other approaches have been used to bypass the narrow cell range of HBV (limiting steps of cell infection) by using recombinant baculovirus or adenovirus vectors to infect hepatoma cell lines or primary hepatocytes (Delaney and Isom, 1998; Ren and Nassal, 2001 ).
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Beside these cellular systems, several assays have been used to express an enzymatically active viral polymerase and study the cellular and virological components required for reverse transcription (Lanford et al., 1995; Wang and Seeger, 1992) . Furthermore, these acellular assays were used to determine the mechanism of action of nucleoside analogs on wild type and drug resistant polymerases (Seigneres et al., 2002; Zoulim et al., 1996) .
Viral replication and Persistence
HBV mainly infects hepatocytes, but other cell types including biliary epithelial cells, pancreas, kidney, skin, spleen, bone marrow, peripheral blood mononuclear cells, have been shown to harbor viral genome sequences and to support HBV expression to some extents.
Whether these cells represent an extrahepatic reservoir for infectious HBV particle production remains controversial. The HBV replication cycle has been reviewed in detail (for further references, see (Ganem and Prince, 2004; Seeger and Mason, 2000) , and is presented in figure 1.
After its interaction with a cellular receptor on the hepatocyte membrane, the HBV particle fuses with the membrane, and releases its nucleocapsid into the cytoplasm. The viral envelope proteins are shed during this process and the nucleocapsid migrates to the nucleus of the host cell. Viral DNA enters the nucleus where it is transformed into a supercoiled covalently closed circular proviral DNA molecule (cccDNA) (Tuttleman et al., 1986) . This process requires the cleaving of the covalently attached viral polymerase from the negative strand and of the oligoribonucleotide sequence from the positive strand, completion of the positive strand, ligation of both strand extremities to form a covalently closed circular molecule, and then supercoiling of the viral DNA in the host chromatin. The exact enzymatic processes involved have not been elucidated so far. It was shown that the initial formation of cccDNA from incoming virions cannot be prevented using potent nucleoside analogs inhibiting the viral polymerase and plus strand DNA synthesis (Delmas et al., 2002; Fourel et al., 1994; Kock et al., 2003; Le Guerhier et al., 2000) . This observation suggest that in patients receiving long- The transcription of the viral pregenomic RNA from cccDNA by host RNA polymerase is driven by the HBV core promoter, in the nucleus of the host cell. The pregenomic RNA is encapsidated together with the viral polymerase. Within the newly formed nucleocapsid, the negative DNA strand is synthesized by the viral reverse transcriptase using the pregenomic RNA as a template. The first step involves covalent attachment of dGTP to the Tyr 65 residue in the terminal protein domain of the polymerase after the interaction of the viral polymerase with the  encapsidation signal on the pregenomic mRNA which is also used as a template for the addition of the first nucleotides (Hu et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1994; Wang and Seeger, 1992; Zoulim and Seeger, 1994) . Following strand transfer, synthesis of minus strand DNA proceeds, and the viral pregenomic RNA is progressively degraded by the RnaseH domain of the polymerase. The positive DNA strand is then synthesised by the viral polymerase using the negative strand as a template.
The maturation of the capsid involves the dephosphorylation of the core proteins increasing its binding affinity for the recently formed double stranded DNA. At this stage, the capsid is mature and can be assembled with the viral envelope proteins present in the endoplasmic reticulum into a complete virion which can be released from infected cells into the circulation (Barrasa et al., 2001; Yu and Summers, 1994 ). An excess of the large envelope protein with respect to the other envelope proteins leads to the accumulation of viral particles within the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum as it prevents trafficking through the Golgi and inserm-00136413, version 1 -16 Mar 2007 disrupt normal shedding of viral particles (Lenhoff and Summers, 1994a; Lenhoff and Summers, 1994b) . This may lead to a cytopathic effect such as the ground glass hepatocytes and induce oxidative stress in infected cells. Alternatively, the mature capsid can be recycled to the nucleus where it can be transformed into further copies of cccDNA molecules. In stably infected hepatocytes, the nucleus may contain between thirty and fifty copies of cccDNA. This serves as the reservoir for future replication cycles of the virus. In addition, the viral DNA can be directly integrated into the host DNA mainly via double stranded linear DNA and illegitimate recombination (Yang and Summers, 1995) . Viral DNA thus integrated into the mammalian genome does not serve as a template for the production of pregenomic viral RNA. However, the presence of foreign viral DNA in the host genome may trigger the subsequent development of hepatocellular carcinoma.
In addition to the fact that wild type HBV replication usually does not lead to cell lysis, and that viral cccDNA has a long half-life, HBV genome variability is another major factor involved in viral persistence (Günther et al., 1999) . Indeed, the viral polymerase lacks a 3',5' exonuclease that permits the excision of incorrectly inserted nucleotides. It has been estimated that in an individual infected with hepatitis B, 10 10 incorrect nucleotides are incorporated into viral particles every day, providing a potential reservoir of genetic variants.
This viral genome diversity leads to the classification of viral strains in genotypes, but some variants may also be selected depending on the selective pressure (ie replication fitness, sensitivity to antiviral drugs, escape from immune response etc...). Therefore, the virus circulates as a complex mixture of variants called quasi-species that evolves over time Treatment responses to interferon-lpha apparently vary according to the viral genotype;
infections with strains of genotypes A and B responding better than those with genotypes C or D respectively (Kao et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 1996) . In contrast, most reports showed no obvious differences in treatment responses to nucleoside analogs between viral genotypes (Nafa et al., 2000; Pichoud et al., 1999; Seigneres et al., 2000; Westland et al., 2003) .
Mechanisms of spontaneous or antiviral induced viral clearance
The mechanisms cell lysis and turn-over to generate new uninfected cells that will repopulate the liver.
While there is a concensus on the role of these different effectors, the order of these events is still debated. In transgenic mice and acutely infected chimpanzees, several studies have shown a major role of non cytolytic processes in the immune mediated clearance of viral infection (Cavanaugh et al., 1997; Guidotti et al., 1999b; Thimme et al., 2003) . By contrast, in the woodchuck and duck models of acute infection, evidence has been obtained that cell lysis and hepatocyte turn-over are required to clear infection Kajino et al., 1994; Summers et al., 2003) .
The role of antivirals in the setting of chronic infection is to decrease viral production to prevent a new round of infection, but also to restore the specific CD4 and CD8 mediated immune response following the decrease in viral load in the infected host (Boni et al., 1998;  inserm-00136413, version 1 -16 Mar 2007 Boni et al., 2001 ). An HBV load of 10 7 copies/mL appears to be a threshold below which circulating multispecific HBV specific CD8+ Tcells are consistently detected (Webster et al., 2004) . It is also possible that prolonged antiviral treatment may induce cell curing by inhibiting the intracellular recycling of cccDNA. It was also shown that viral persistence during long-term antiviral therapy in the duck and woodchuck models is linked to a long half-life of viral cccDNA (Fourel et al., 1994; Mason et al., 1998; Moraleda et al., 1997) . Interestingly, several
investigators have looked at the potential role of IFN gamma in the clearance of viral infection in chronically infected woodchucks in whom viral load had been decreased by nucleoside analog administration. By contrast to the observations made in transgenic mice, IFN gamma delivered via adenovirus vectors had no added benefit in terms of viral clearance (Jacquard et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2002) .
Untill recently, the exact kinetics of viral cccDNA clearance has not been studied in detail in chronically infected patients. Indeed, due to the small size of liver biopsy samples and the relatively poor sensitivity of the Southern blot analysis of viral DNA, detailed studies on large number of patients were not possible. However, the persistence of cccDNA in the liver of infected individuals was demonstrated in untreated as well as in patients who received IFN alpha (Miller and Robinson, 1984; Yokosuka et al., 1985) . 
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Antiviral therapy with nucleoside analogs
The primary mechanism of action of nucleoside analogs is to inhibit viral polymerase activity.
The structure of the compounds and their molecular mechanism of action have been reviewed recently (De Clercq, 1999; De Clercq, 2001) . Figure 3 shows their site of action during the viral genome synthesis process.
Lamivudine inhibits viral reverse transcriptase activity, ie elongation of viral minus strand DNA, as it is a competitive inhibitor of its natural substrate, dCTP. Furthermore, after its incorporation in nascent viral DNA strand, it was shown to inhibit the addition of the next nucleotide and act as a DNA chain terminator (Severini et al., 1995; Zoulim et al., 1996) .
Adefovir inhibits the priming of reverse transcription by preventing the incorporation of dATP in the viral primer, and inhibits viral minus strand DNA elongation (Seigneres et al., 2001; Xiong et al., 1998) . Entecavir was also shown to inhibit both the priming and elongation of viral minus strand DNA (Seifer et al., 1998) . Emtricitabine exhibits a comparable inhibitory effect as lamivudine on the viral reverse transcriptase (Condreay et al., 1996; Condreay et al., 1994; Seigneres et al., 2002) . Clevudine was shown to mainly inhibits viral plus strand DNA synthesis, ie DNA dependent DNA polymerase activity (Seigneres et al., 2002) . Elvucitabine is a potent inhibitor of the reverse transcriptase activity and a DNA chain terminator (Le Guerhier et al., 2000) . Few information is currently available regarding the mechanism of LdT (Telbivudine) (Standring et al., 2001 ) and 2',3'-dideoxy-3'-fluoroguanosine activity on HBV replication (Schroder et al., 1998) .
The potency of the antiviral effect may depend on pharmacokinetics properties including, intestinal absorption, distribution into the infected liver, cellular uptake, efficiency of intracellular phosphorylation, half-life of the triphosphate form, excision from newly synthesized viral DNA, as well as on the selectivity index of the drug that may prevent the use of optimal doses to reach a more potent antiviral effect (Bridges and Cheng, 1995; Colacino, 1996; Lee and Chu, 2001; Urban et al., 2001 ). In the clinical setting, host determinants such as compliance, severity of the liver disease and associated disorders may also influence antiviral efficacy.
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New insight in the kinetics of viral clearance has been obtained from phase II/III trials.
Several studies performed in the setting of clinical trials of lamivudine (Nowak et al., 1996) , adefovir dipivoxil (Tsiang et al., 1999) and entecavir (Wolters et al., 2002) , have shown that schematically, viral clearance follows a biphasic decay. The first drop of viremia corresponds to the direct inhibitory effect of the nucleoside analogs on viral DNA synthesis and viral production. This is followed by a slower decline of viral load corresponding to the progressive clearance of infected cells and intrahepatic cccDNA. Other studies suggested a more complex pattern with a third phase, which may be linked to the activation of the specific anti-HBV immune response (Lewin et al., 2001 ). Interestingly, it was shown by several groups, that the drop in viral load induced by the administration of lamivudine or adefovir dipivoxil may be followed by the sequential restoration of the CD4 and CD8 immune response against HBV epitopes and then HBe seroconversion (Boni et al., 1998; Boni et al., 2001) . It is noteworthy that several studies showed a correlation between the magnitude of the initial drop of viremia and the subsequent appearance of HBe seroconversion induced by lamivudine or adefovir dipivoxil (Gauthier et al., 1999; .
A major issue in the treatment of chronic hepatitis B is to better understand the kinetics of loss of intrahepatic cccDNA as this may reflect the slower slope of the second or third phase. In this setting, a recent study performed in patients enrolled in a phase III trials of adefovir dipivoxil showed that a 48 week administration allowed to decrease serum viral load by approximately 4 log 10 , total intrahepatic viral DNA by approximately 2 log 10 , and intrahepatic cccDNA by 0.8 log 10 (Werle-Lapostolle et al., 2004) . Mathematical modeling assuming that the decrease of cccDNA levels in the liver is linear after the first year of therapy suggest that 14 years of therapy would be required to clear completely cccDNA from the liver. However, this does not take into account the specific immune response that would be able to control low levels of HBV infection prior to complete clearance (Webster et al., 2004) . Furthermore, it was shown that the decline of HBsAg titer in serum paralleled that of intrahepatic cccDNA but that the number of cells did not decline significantly. In addition, the decrease of cccDNA was not
associated with baseline markers of cell lysis and turnover (ALT levels, histology activity index). Altogether, these results suggest that the decrease of intrahepatic cccDNA occured primarily via a non cytolytic pathway, ie the inhibition of viral DNA synthesis and intracellular recycling of cccDNA (Werle-Lapostolle et al., 2004) . Further studies are ongoing to determine whether intrahepatic cccDNA may be a clinically useful marker to monitor antiviral therapy as well as to see if quantitative monitoring of serum viral antigens may be a surrogate marker for cccDNA.
Mechanism of viral drug resistance
The selection of drug resistant mutants depends on several factors (Figure 2 ). Viral persistence is the result of both the long half life of hepatocytes because of a defective immune response against infected cells, and the persistence of viral cccDNA in infected cells.
As the viral polymerase is subjected to a spontaneous error rate, viral mutants are generated and accumulate during the natural history of the disease. The more viable variants in the context of the environmental pressure dominate. When an antiviral pressure is applied, the mutants exhibiting the best replication capacity in the presence of the drug are selected. The kinetics of emergence of these drug resistant mutants is usually slow. Indeed, several studies performed in animal models have shown that the time required to observe the emergence of a mutant, ie the increase in viral load associated with the dominance of the mutant, is linked to the need of a free liver space available for the mutants to spread in the liver (Zhou et al., 1999) . The mutant spread depends also on its level of intrinsic resistance and on its replicative fitness. This may explain at least in part the difference of drug resistance rate observed with lamivudine (approx 20% at one year and up to 66% at 4 years) (Lai et al., 2003) and with adefovir dipivoxil (approx 2% at two year, and 3.9% at 3 years) (Xiong et al, EASL,Berlin, 2004 ). This also explains why the detection of resistant mutants using highly sensitive genotypic assays may allow to diagnose drug resistance prior to the rise in viral load (Nafa et al., 2000) .
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The mechanism of resistance mainly relies on the selection of viral polymerase mutants ( Figure 4 ). Lamivudine resistance has been extensively studied. It was clearly shown that mutations in the YMDD motif within the catalytic site in the C domain of the reverse transcriptase, ie M204V and M204I, are conferring a high level of resistance to lamivudine (>1000 fold) both in vitro, in enzymatic and cellular assays, and in vivo (Allen et al., 1998; Fu et al., 1999) . Interestingly it was shown that these mutants have a decreased enzymatic activity and replication capacity. Later, associated mutations were described in the neighboring B domain, ie V173L and L180M, and were shown to be compensatory mutations that restore partially the replication capacity of the C domain mutants Fu and Cheng, 1998; Seigneres et al., 2002) . longitudinal studies with a longer follow up are required to see whether drug resistance may also occur in patients who were not previously experienced with nucleoside analogs.
Emtricitabine was shown to select for the same drug resistant mutants as lamivudine, although at a lower rate in phase II and III trials (9% at one year, and 18% at two years) (Gish et al., 2002) . Preliminary data obtained in phase II trials with Telbivudine show the same trend with the selection of a M204I mutation in less than 10% of the patients after one year of treatment. No data are available yet with clevudine, but experiments performed in the woodchuck models seem to suggest that resistance to clevudine follow the same pattern as lamivudine.
It is also important to note, that the definition of resistance used in these different reports varies from a study to another. In some studies, viral polymerase gene sequence was analyzed in all patients in whom HBV DNA was detectable by PCR, while in other studies the viral polymerase sequence was analyzed only in patients who showed a significant increase of viral load during therapy (at least one log10 by comparison with the nadir value).
With famciclovir, the prodrug of penciclovir, drug resistance followed two patterns. One was a primary non response which was not associated with pre-existing resistant mutants or less susceptible viral genotypes, but most likely to the poor phosphorylation levels in infected cells, in vivo. The second, was the selection of famciclovir resistant mutants, with mutations located in the B domain, ie L18OM, or the C domain, ie V206I (Bartholomeusz and Locarnini, 1997; Pichoud et al., 1999) . The selection of the L180M mutant by famciclovir was also shown to predispose to a more rapid selection of lamivudine resistance when patients were switched from famciclovir to lamivudine after failure of the former drug (Mutimer et al., 2000; Seigneres et al., 2000) .
The resistance phenomenon to clevudine (L-FMAU) has been mainly studied in the woodchuck model (Yamamoto et al., 2002) . In this model, resistance of WHV to lamivudine, and possibly L-FMAU, is associated primarily with mutations in the B region. This contrasts with HBV, where resistance to lamivudine results primarily from mutations of the YMDD motif in the C region. These data also suggested that the WHV mutants resistant to lamivudine are
also resistant to clevudine, as also oberved with HBV (Seigneres et al., 2002) , and vice versa.
It appears that the pattern of WHV polymerase mutations is not a perfect match to mutations developing in HBV patients, although the woodchuck remains a useful model for characterizing the biology of emergence of drug-resistant variants.
Phenotypic analysis of HBV clinical isolates
In the case of HIV therapy, drug resistance testing is now recommended to guide the choice of new drug regimens after the first or multiple treatment failures. In addition to genotypic assays, several phenotypic assays have been developed for HIV and are currently used in clinical practice to monitor drug resistance.
Until recently, no phenotypic drug susceptibility assay had been developed for HBV because of the small number of drug used in clinic, that rendered such assays unnecessary yet and the technical challenge associated with the molecular biology of the virus. However, with the current and future development of new anti-HBV molecules, phenotypic drug susceptibility testing may become an important tool for the management of patients infected with resistant HBV isolates and for the evaluation of the effect of new antivirals on clinical isolates circulating in the population. Until recently, the analysis of the phenotype of naturally occurring or drug induced HBV mutants has relied either on PCR-mediated transfer of HBV genome cassettes or on site directed mutagenesis within a well established replicationcompetent laboratory strain (Zoulim, 2001 ). This allowed for instance to confirm that the M204V/I  L180M mutants selected in vivo in patients during antiviral therapy were indeed conferring resistance to lamivudine (Allen et al., 1998) . Moreover, Gunther et al. described an original and efficient method for PCR amplification of full-length HBV genomes that was meant to facilitate the analysis of naturally occurring HBV variants, but actually led to low levels of intracellular replication after transfection of hepatoma cell lines (Günther et al., 1995) .
New strategies for the rapid cloning of HBV genomes isolated from patients into plasmidic vectors and the basis of the first phenotypic assays capable of assessing HBV drug susceptibility in vitro and evaluate new antivirals on circulating viral strains have been recently inserm-00136413, version 1 -16 Mar 2007
described (Durantel et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004) . These assays allowed to characterize resistance to adefovir dipivoxil in liver transplanted patients, and to shown that this viral strain harboring the N236T mutation remained susceptible to lamivudine which was further demonstrated in vivo in the clinical situation (Villeneuve et al., 2003) . One assay also allows the phenotypic analysis of multiple clones mimicking the viral quasi-species circulating in vivo in the patient (Durantel et al., 2004) .
With the rapid development of new nucleoside analogs with anti-HBV activity and the anticipation of the selection of new drug resistant mutants and/or multiple drug resistant mutants, these phenotypic assays may prove to be clinically relevant either for treatment monitoring, or for screening of new antivirals targeting the resistant strains
Prevention of and combating drug resistance
The rationale for combination therapy relies on the following evidence that are based on experimental findings in the hepadnavirus models and on HIV therapy experience (Richman, 2000) : 1) simple mutants pre-exist as shown by longitudinal studies of viral polymerase gene sequence, 2) genetic variants harboring multiple mutations have less chance to pre-exist or to occur, 3) re-treatment leads to a rapid re-emergence of resistant mutants although wild type virus re-emerges after first treatment interruption ; the same applies to sequential treatment selecting for partially cross resistant strains, ie famciclovir and lamivudine, 4) cccDNA represents a genetic archive for a more rapid re-selection of resistance.
The optimal antiviral regimen may combine drugs with a different mechanism of action on viral replication, lacking cross-resistance and exhibiting antiviral synergy. This theoretical type of combinations should reduce the risk of selection of drug resistant mutants because of the inhibition of viral replication and the selective pressure exerted on the different viral strains that compose the quasi-species ( Figure 5 ). For instance, it was shown that the combination of lamivudine and famciclovir hastens the kinetics of viral clearance although no long term follow up was available to determine its effect on the prevention of drug resistance (Lau et al., 2000) .
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With the development and evaluation of newer drugs acting at different steps of the viral genome replication, it will be easier to choose the best combination relying on drugs with different mechanism of action, for instance drugs with potent anti-priming activity, drugs inhibiting viral minus strand DNA and others inhibiting plus strand DNA synthesis. The combination of such compounds was found to be either additive and more rarely synergistic in polymerase assays (reverse transcriptase activity) (Seigneres et al., 2003) as well as in tissue culture experiments (viral DNA synthesis) or in chronically infected woodchucks (Colledge et al., 2000; Colledge et al., 1997; Korba, 1996; Korba et al., 2000; Seigneres et al., 2003) .
Although some of the combinations based on the inhibition of all three steps of viral genome replication inhibited more potently viral DNA synthesis than the single drugs, none were able to completely prevent the initial formation of viral cccDNA following de novo infection of hepatocytes, or to clear cccDNA once chronic infection of hepatocytes has been established in tissue culture (Seigneres et al., 2003) . However, such combinations by inhibiting more potently viral DNA synthesis may delay the onset of viral resistance by limiting the chance of a given mutation to occur.
Furthermore, results of cross-resistance studies on the main lamivudine and adefovir resistant strains are now becoming available (Table 1 ). Interestingly, it was shown that lamivudine resistant mutants are not sensitive to L-pyrimidine analogs such as emtricitabine, clevudine, elvucitabine, telbivudine while they remain susceptible to purine analogs such as adefovir, tenofovir, and to some extent to entecavir (Delaney et al., 2001; Fu and Cheng, 2000; Levine et al., 2002; Menne et al., 2002; Seigneres et al., 2002) . The adefovir resistant strains are also sensitive to lamivudine, emtricitabine, and entecavir, and to some extent to tenofovir (Angus et al., 2003; Villeneuve et al., 2003) . This may be due to the fact the lamivudine and the adefovir resistance mutations are not located in the same viral polymerase domains.
This should allow the evaluation of rational combinations taking into account the mechanism of action of the drugs as well as their antiviral activity and cross resistance profile,
to better suppress viral replication and prevent the selection of resistant mutants within the viral quasi-species (Zoulim, 2003) .
Another approach is to decrease viral load by a combination of nucleoside analogs and then to break immune tolerance using an immunomodulatory approach to enhance the restoration of the immune response associated with the decrease in viral load. Such strategy has not proven beneficial when a combination of lamivudine with standard IFN alpha or pegylated IFN alpha was assessed using different schedules. Several studies are ongoing to evaluate the combination of adefovir dipivoxil and pegylated IFN alpha. The use of specific hepadnavirus vaccine has been evaluated in addition to nucleoside analog administration.
One study in the woodchuck model using clevudine followed by WHV surface protein vaccine (Menne et al., 2002) , and another in the duck model using adefovir and a surface gene DNA vaccine showed a trend for an enhanced clearance of viral infection in the combination arms (Le Guerhier et al., 2003) . However, other studies using different protocols did not show an added benefit of the immunomodulatory approach. Other approaches rely on the induction of a non specific TH1 response in the infected liver using viruses targeting the liver or on the delivery of TH1 cytokines (Jacquard, 2004) , once suppression of viral DNA synthesis has been obtained with antivirals. However, these approaches did not show an enhanced antiviral effect. Thus, more knowledge on the molecular and cellular events associated with viral clearance is required to design better trials combining nucleoside analogs and immune modulators.
Perspective
The better knowledge of viral replication should allow the development of new therapeutic concepts (Figure 1 ). In this view, novel inhibitors of viral replication are being evaluated in experimental systems. These includes myristilated pre-S1 peptides to compete with the interaction of the virion envelope proteins and the hepatocyte receptor , peptides or recombinant core proteins exhibiting a trans dominant negative effect on nucleocapsid assembly (von Weizsacker et al., 1999) , non nucleosides inhibitors that inhibit the correct assembly and packaging of pregenomic RNA, iminosugars to inhibit the correct glycosylation process of viral envelope proteins and the maturation of virions. For instance, phenylpropenamide derivatives were shown to inhibit HBV replication independently of an interference with the viral polymerase activity (Delaney et al., 2002; King et al., 1998) . It was suggested that these compounds may inhibit the packaging of pregenomic RNA, which in turn may explain their antiviral activity on both wild type and lamivudine resistant strains. Other compounds belonging to a different family of heteroaryldihydropyrimidines were shown to be non nucleosidic inhibitors of HBV replication, by a mechanism inhibiting viral capsid formation and increased degradation of the core protein (Deres et al., 2003) . It was also recently suggested that APOBEC3G, a cellular cytidine deaminase, might interfere with the packaging of pregenomic RNA (Turelli et al., 2004) . Stability of viral nucleocapsid may also be affected by cytokines such as IFN alpha , but also by phosphorylation of cdc2 kinase like recognition motif (Barrasa et al., 2001 ). Other approaches also gave interesting results with the use of small molecules, such as peptides to block the interaction of core protein with the large envelope protein (Böttcher et al., 1998) . Another family of compounds, the iminosugars, that inhibit cellular alpha glucosidase, were shown to interfere with envelope protein glycosylation and folding, and therefore to inhibit viral particle secretion (Block and Jordan, 2001; Block et al., 1998) .
All these approaches have the advantage of targeting steps that are not dependent on the reverse transcriptase and should therefore become relevant for the treatment of resistance to nucleoside analog and/or to prevent the development of resistance when administered in association with nucleoside analogs. Other approaches based on the use of antisense approaches to target regions of the HBV genome that are essential for replication, ie antisense oligonucleotides (Offensperger et al., 1993; Robaczewska et al., 2001) , peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) (Robaczewska et al, submitted) , and short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Klein et al., 2003; McManus and Sharp, 2002; Shlomai and Shaul, 2003) , are also being evaluated in cell culture systems, although one drawback/limitation could be the delivery of such nucleic acids to infected cells in vivo (von Weizsäcker et al., 1997) . Together with the newer immunomodulatory interventions relying on vaccine therapy, these new experimental concepts will The figure shows all the major steps required in the viral replication cycle. Nucleoside(tide)
analogs mainly inhibit the viral minus strand DNA synthesis (reverse transcription), and plus strand DNA synthesis (DNA dependent DNA polymerase activity) within viral nucleocapsids.
These drugs do not affect directly viral cccDNA which is maintained in the nucleus of infected cells, therefore requiring long-term treatment for a sustained control of viral replication.
Figure 2. Mechanism of selection of drug resistant mutants
The main factors involved in the selection of escape mutants are indicated : i) the long half-life of hepatocytes and viral cccDNA; ii) the HBV genome variability ; iii) the selective pressure. HBV circulates as a viral quasi-species. In this scheme, wild type virus is predominant, while lamivudine and adefovir resistant strains are found as minor variants. Monotherapy with one or the other nucleoside analog may therefore lead to the selection of a drug resistant mutant.
Combination of the two antiviral agents which do not show cross-resistance should prevent the selection of these variants. The only possibility is the selection of a multiple drug resistant strain which should be much less frequent as this would require the presence of a complex pattern of mutations on the same viral genome. The same concept applies to any other polymerase inhibitors which do not share the same resistance profile. 
